
Expectations Classroom Hallway Breakfast/Lunch Playground Restroom Bus Arrival/Dismissal Office/Nurse

Be 
Respectful

~Raise your 
hand       
~Choose a 
positive 
attitude                      
~Take care 
of your 
belongings     
~Be polite 
~Wait to be 
called on 

~Walk                         
~Walk single 
file              
~Silent hellos 
(voice level 
0)       ~Arms 
and hands to 
self     ~Stay 
to the right

~ Use 
appropriate 
voice level               
~Say please 
and thank 
you          
~Chew with 
your mouth 
closed

~Share the 
equipment                  
~Follow the 
rules of the 
game      
~Take turns  
~Be polite

~No talking 
(voice level 
0)                        
~Respect 
privacy         
~Flush

~Use kind 
words                               
~Respect 
seats & 
property                               
~ Follow 
safety rules 

~Go directly 
to your 
assigned 
area                            
~Walk

 ~ Wait in 
chairs 
outside of 
the nurse's 
office       
~Wait your 
turn              
~Be polite  

Be 
Responsible

~Leave toys 
at home                           
~Keep track 
of supplies            
~Own your 
actions        
~Use 
appropriate 
voice level   

~Walk on 
right side            
~Stay with 
class                 
~Walk in a 
straight line

~Clean up 
your area              
~Place trash 
into the trash 
can              
~Raise your 
hand if you 
need 
something

~Pick up 
equipment      
~Include 
others             
~Be a 
problem 
solver       
~Line up 
quickly and 
quietly (voice 
level 0) 

~Keep 
bathroom 
neat and 
clean                            
~3 pumps for 
a paper 
towel                       
~Get in and 
get out

~Pick up 
trash      
~Ride in your 
assigned 
seat     
~Keep track 
of your 
belongings

~Use 
appropriate 
voice level                             
~Be on time

~Use 
appropriate 
voice level

Be Safe

~Control your 
body                
~Walk               
~ Keep chairs 
on all 4 legs   
~Sit seat to 
seat and 
back to 
back ~ Stay 
in assigned 
seat 

~Walk                         
~Control your 
body           
~Look 
forward 
~Only go 
where you 
have 
permission 

~Eat your 
own food        
~Keep chairs 
on all 4 legs 
~Keep 
hands, feet, 
and food to 
self   

~Control your 
body      
~What's on 
the ground 
stays on the 
ground             
~Follow adult 
directions

~Wash your 
hands       
~Keep soap 
and water in 
the sink             
~Walk       
~Control your 
body

~Sit and stay 
in one spot                     
~Control your 
body          
~Use 
appropriate 
voice level  
~Sit seat to 
seat and 
back to 
back

~Follow adult 
direction       
~Stay in 
assigned 
areas

~Follow adult 
directions
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